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BUSINESS CASE

MARINE MERGER
S T AT EMENT

Oxford Portfolio Advisers Ltd (OPAL) has been commissioned by IMM Worldwide, FKG Holding and Dockside Management NV to assist with their merger with Bobby’s Marina Shipyard
Holding B.V., and the further development of this merged group of companies. This business plan, the accompanying Financial Projections and Appendices have been produced as
accurately as possible and are intended to provide an overview of the opportunity.
For Tax and Accountancy advice, the merger Group is being assisted by Mr. Paul van Vliet,
Grant Thornton Sint Maarten and by Scodie Deyong Chartered Accountants, London, UK.

FEBRUARY 2020

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
S INT MAART EN, FROM OWNER D ESTIN ATION TO HOM E PORT
T H E MED IT ERRANEAN

The birth of the modern yachting industry dates

Given the rapid expansion of the market, both in size

back more than 30 years.

Existing industrial

and number of yachts, along with the specialized needs

ship-building facilities in Northern Europe sup-

of the industry, yacht-specific refit & repair facilities were

ported the growing demand for ever-larger

needed in close proximity to these Owner Destinations.

pleasure yachts to enjoy the traditional Medi-

The market quickly met this demand, and the last twenty

terranean playground, specifically Monaco, the

years have seen a rapid expansion of shipyards dedicated

French Riviera and the Italian coast. Destination

to the yachting market, specifically in locations such as La

infrastructure such as marinas, fuel and supply

Ciotat, Palma and Barcelona.

services and real estate developed alongside

Together with the existing infrastructure, this develop-

this demand, most notably in St Tropez, Mona-

ment allowed such ports to provide full service to both

co, Ibiza and Porto Cervo. These ports, with their

the yachts and their crews, becoming a logical choice

developed marinas and ultra-luxury goods and

for yacht owners to make these locations their “Home

service infrastructure are now known in the in-

Ports”. The need for a Home Port to support a nearby

dustry as “Owner Destinations”.

Owner Destination has resulted in an explosion in industry activity and significant economic benefits to the
regions involved.
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H O ME PORT S VS OWNER D ES T INAT IONS
THE CARIBBEAN

The Caribbean was already established

Owner’s Destination

as an Owner Destination as early as
the 1960s, when St Barths became the
regional playground for ultra-wealthy

Home Port

families such as the Rockefellers, the
Rothschilds and the Onassis’. In fact, St.
Barth is one of the original, and enduring, Owner Destinations, and ranks with
Monaco, Porto Cervo and St. Tropez in
this regard.
St.

Barth’s

closest

neighbour,

Sint

Maarten was quick to provide services
for the arriving yachts, and due to its
geographic proximity, existing (and
growing) infrastructure and favourable
demographics quickly developed as the
port of choice in the Caribbean. MirrorRE F I T & RE P AIR FAC IL IT IES ( A S % O F GLO B A L TO TA L)

Caribbean
Asia + Pacific
US East Coast + Florida

ing developments in Europe, destination infrastructure like marinas, fuel and
supply services and real estate started
to develop. As the number and size of
yachts have increased, the concentration of yachts in the Caribbean during

Mediterranean
Northern Europe
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the winter season has skyrocketed. In part, this simply mirrors the overall increasing volume of yachts worldwide; but,
equaliy imortant to this trend, yachts are now able to navigate farther and with more ease, rendering an Oceanic Crossings quotidian. With this explosion of yachting in the Caribbean, Sint Maarten has developed more and more into a true
Home Port. All of the factors that contributed to Sint Maarten’s natural choice as a yacht base, Duty Free status, easy
flight connections to the USA and Europe, crew facilities, minor repair services, hospitality and supporting industries,
have grown hand in hand with the yachting sector. The mere presents of these yachts in the region attrackt even more
superyachts to the island, creating a powerful feedback loop and exponential growth.
Today, Sint Maarten is on the brink of becoming a full-service destination, capable of catering to all the needs of large
Superyachts, their owners and their crews. With the Owner Destinations of St. Barths, Anguilla and St. Kitts within mere
hours of cruising, nearly all of the essential components are present. However, as development in Europe has shown,
the existence of specialized yachting refit and repair facilities is an essential component of a Home Port. To put the
Caribbean on the map as a true yachting destination, large scale European - standard refit & repair services must be
available. This, however, is still notably absent from the Caribbean region, providing a tremendous opportunity with
significant financial benefits, not only for the shipyard operator itself but also for the region as a whole.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
The Caribbean is a point of convergence

that knowledge and success to the Carib-

for yachts based in both the Americas and

bean. Their excellent track record on Sint

Europe for approximately half of the year.

Maarten and proof of concept in France

There is a clear need for a modern yacht

and Guadeloupe provide evidence of their

refit & repair facility in the region. Sint

capability to manage and grow complex

Maarten is the natural site choice for nu-

profitable businesses.

REGION PLAN N ED FOR N EXT M AJOR REFIT

4%
6%

1%
1%

6%

43%

merous reasons, including:
Furthermore, detailed analysis of the mar-

•

St. Barths, Anguilla and St. Kitts, popular Owner Destinations, are all within
several hours of cruising, minimizing
transport time and costs for clients.

•

Sint Maarten is already the primary
service point in the Caribbean		

•

Sint Maarten is duty free.		

•

Sint Maarten has easy and relatively
inexpensive transport to the Americas
and Europe, allowing Crew and parts
to arrive without delay.

The merged group has the unique experience and expertise required to develop
such a facility. Not only have the Principals
been leaders in yacht refit in Europe, they
have also proven their ability to translate

ket shows an increased need for more

14%

modern refit and repair facilities around
the world and in particular the Caribbean.
A number of factors contribute to this:
1. S UPERYAC HT MAINT ENANC E C YC L E

Over 40% of Superyacht owners carry out
major maintenance works every single year

29%

U NDE CI DE D

and over 70% at least every second year.

WE ST E R N ME DI T E R R A NE A N

This, together with the new trend of buying

U K & NO R T HE R N E U R O PE

second-hand yachts and carrying out an
immediate major refit, as an alternative to

A U ST R A LI A & NE W Z E A LA ND

buying a new yacht, puts proper refit and

SO U T H-E A ST A SI A

repair facilities in high demand. As the be-

E A ST E R N ME DI T E R R A NE A N

low figures show, nearly 40% of owners
have not yet decided on the location for
their next major refit, highlighting the enormous potential for the Caribbean region.

FLO R I DA
NO R T H A ME R I CA E A ST CO A ST

Source: The Superyacht Group
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2 . SH I PYAR D B A C KL O G

3. CHAN GIN G DEM OGRAPHICS AN D
IN CREASIN G EXPLORATION

Most refit and repair facilities are located in Europe. Given the intense maintenance cycle

After the Mediterranean, the Caribbean is

of superyachts and the latest buying trends in the industry, these European facilities are

the second most popular Superyacht

experiencing a significant backlog and reserving maintenance slots has become increasingly

destination in the world. However, as ves-

difficult. As shown earlier, there is only limited capacity outside of Europe, but for European

sels have increased in size and the profile

Superyachts the Caribbean would be the next closest region of choice.

of yacht owners has changed, yachts are
exploring more off-the-beaten paths and
non-traditional

destinations

are

quickly

gaining in popularity. Vessels are no longer
returning to Europe each year, but instead
opt to explore places such as the Pacific,
Nova Scotia, the Galapagos or the US West
Coast. This alteration to the traditional
cruising pattern leaves yacht owners looking
for new and different refit solutions, rather

Shipyards

than having to return to Europe each year.
Given its central location, the Caribbean
would make an excellent jump off point for
these destinations but only if proper maintenance facilities were available.
4. POTEN TIAL FOR COM PETITION W ITH
FLORIDA AN D USA

As has been stated, the Superyacht industry
began in Europe and Europe remains the

New Routes

strong leader in both yacht construction and
yacht refit and repair. The Superyacht refit
industry in the United States, specifically in
Florida and on the East Coast is still in its
youth.
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For this reason, there is a real opportunity to compete seriously. Moreover, there
are significant advantages for yachts to do refit and maintenance in the Caribbean: namely, it is closer to preferred cruising; there are no US visa issues; there
is more easy access to European and metric parts. Finally, U.S. labor rates are
almost double the European standard; Sint Maarten is able to align with European pricing. In all, developing a European-standard refit facility in the immediate
future will allow a competitive advantage over the still-developing US market.
5 . M ATU R I NG I N D U S T RY

The Superyacht industry is professionalizing as it matures. As the number of
yachts and client base have grown, the profile of the industry has changed. It
is no longer made up by small business run by a few insiders. Superyachts are
increasingly managed by professional Owner representative teams who seek to
minimizing down time for their yacht, reducing unnecessary costs and increase
the overall efficiency of operations. Providing top-class Superyacht refit in the
Caribbean responds to this growing demand.
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THE MERGER
The shareholders of FKG Holdings, IMM

notably 2 travel lifts (150 tons and 40 tons),

Worldwide Holding and Dockside Man-

other heavy equipment, and a house imme-

agement have agreed terms for a merger

diately outside of the shipyard property. The

with the shareholders of Bobby’s Marina

shipyard, with ca. 21,000 m2 of freehold and

Shipyard Holding B.V. (BMS). BMS holds

long-term leasehold land currently serves as

the shipyard property, as well as the op-

a “Haul & Launch” facility and offers minor re-

erating company Bobby’s Megayard B.V.

pairs.

The shipyard is strategically located in
Cole Bay, Sint Maarten, opposite the Isle

The infrastructure and location of the

de Sol Marina and just a few hundred me-

current shipyard provide the ideal base for the

ters from the current FKG site. The inlet

development of a full-service refit & repair fa-

bay and planned 700-ton travel lift allow

cility capable of serving the 21st century yacht-

for the haul and launch of vessels up to

ing industry. This development will require a

60m. BMS assets includes all buildings

minimum additional investment of USD 6mm.

and equipment owned by the company,
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TH E M ER G ER P A RT N E RS

LOCATION

BOBBY’S MARINA SHIPYARD, part of the Bobby’s Marina Group, established in 1968, Bobby’s Marina Shipyard is one of the oldest and most
substantial Marine Services companies in Sint Maarten and the wider
region and has owned and successfully operated the 21,000 m2 Cole
Bay shipyard for more than ten years.
(http://www.bobbysmarina.com/)
FKG HOLDINGS, 100% shareholder of the premier rigging, hydraulics
and fabrication facility on Sint Maarten, which is also 100% shareholder of Capitan Nelson Marina N.V. Holding +/- 2700 m2 of prime land,
+/- 4000 m2 of water rights and the FKG buildings in Cole Bay.
(http://www.fkgmarine.com/)
IMM WORLDWIDE (INTERNATIONAL MARINE MANAGEMENT), the only
internationally recognized refit & repair shipyard in the Caribbean. Its
main facility is in Guadeloupe, where it operates a floating dock, capable of servicing vessels up to 55m. The Group intends to rebrand the
Sint Maarten shipyard to the existing “IMM brand”, which already has
an excellent reputation in the Superyacht Industry.
(http://imm-yachting.com/)

The shipyard is strategically located in Cole Bay,
Sint Maarten, opposite the Isle de Sol Marina and
just a few hundred meters from the current FKG
site. The inlet bay and planned 700-ton travel lift
allow for the haul and launch of vessels up to 60m.

DOCKSIDE MANAGEMENT, established in 1990, is one of the premier
Yacht Agents in the region and boasts a world-class client roster. From
its base in Sint Maarten, Dockside provides comprehensive services in
the following areas; Banking, Medical, Technical, Guests & Crew (Concierge), Port, Shipping, Commercial Vessels and Interiors.
(http://docksidemanagement.net/)
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B U S I N E S S S T R AT E G Y
PH ASE I – D EV E L O P M E N T ( Y E A R 1 )

Experts from the IMM Guadeloupe yard will oversee the major refits & repairs and train the work-

The shipyard currently operates a 150-ton travel lift

force up to the standards required.

which was damaged during the last hurricane. This
limits its current load to 80-tons, sufficient for vessels

PHAS E III – EX PANS ION ( YEARS 3 - 5)

up to 25 meters.
Year 3 – 5, will be dedicated to optimizing operIn order to expand the business immediately, the

ations, training a new workforce in collaboration

current travel lift will be repaired to full capacity,

with the Department of Labor Affairs, solidifying

allowing it to haul & launch vessels up to 35m. In

the groups regional position and further expanding

parallel, the new 700-ton travel lift will be ordered,

the international reach already present through the

with an expected delivery period of 12 months. In

IMM Group.

this period, the paving of the shipyard will commence and so will the construction of the offices
and workshop accommodations. Further upgrades

FUT URE OPPORT UNIT IES

to the existing infrastructure will take place.
PH ASE I I – EST A B L I S H I N G ( Y E A R 2 )

1. B OB B Y’ S MARINA

Year 2 starts with a full functioning 700-ton travel lift

The Merged Group executive board is also in advanced discussions with Mr.

capable of hauling & launching vessels up to 60m.
Office and workshop accommodation will be operational and most of the yard will have been paved.
The facility will now be able to provide refit & repair

Velasquez, the owner and operator of Bobby’s Marina, over the operating
rights of the Marina. Mr. Velasquez has expressed a desire to exit from the
operational side and perceives the IMM-BMS Group as a strong candidate to
take over.

services on par with European counterparts.
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This would create multiple opportunities for the Merger Group.

superyachts up to 60m. These typically yield revenues of several millions
of USD per project. This would be unique in the Caribbean and Americas.

•

Influence on the future development of Philipsburg Harbour. 		

•

The possibility to develop berths for Superyachts that cannot
enter Simpson Bay due to size limitations. 		
The possibility to do “afloat” works on these kinds of 		
Superyachts. 			
The possibility to offer fuelling services to yachts visiting Sint
Maarten.

•
•

2 . FK G LAN D D E V E L O P ME N T

FKG’s offices, workshops and berths are currently located on
2,700 m2 of land and 4,000 m2 of water rights in Cole Bay. These
could easily be moved to the 21,000 m2 new shipyard, leaving the
current site open for residential and / or hospitality real estate development. There is some indication that the neighbouring property
owners would also be interested in such a development, which could
include a small marina.
3. HURRICANE SHELTERS

The Group intends eventually to add 1-3 hurricane proof paint
and shelter facilities on the site, enabling it to provide protection
for the most precious Superyachts during the hurricane season,
it is expected that these shelters will be financed from operational
cash flow. With the construction of these hurricane / paint shelters, the facility will become a unique feature in the Superyacht
industry. Not only can it provide parking for large vessels during the
hurricane season, it will also be able to offer full repaint service for

4. FL OAT ING D OC K

IMM currently rents a “floating dock” for their operations in Guadeloupe. They have secured a contractual priority for any eventual sale of
that dock. Existing provisions in the operational expenses would cover
the financing for such an event.

S YNERGIES IMM / F K G / DOCK SIDE / SHIPY ARD

IMM Worldwide, FKG, Dockside and Bobby’s Shipyard are strong complementary businesses. A shipyard carrying out refit & repairs will often
sub-contract part of the rigging, fabrication and hydraulics works. Given
that the NewCo will have those services “in-house”, there will be no need
for extensive sub-contracting. Not only does this lead to a significant revenue (and profit) increase, but it also saves material costs and boosts workforce efficiency. It has been estimated to create a revenue boost within FKG
of around USD1mm in the first year alone.
The NewCo will have 2 shipyard locations, one on Sint Maarten and one in
Guadeloupe. This creates vital flexibility in terms of available service slots, “on
the hard” vs “afloat” options and flexibility in terms of currency used ($ vs €).
A formal training program will be put in place, in conjunction with the Labour Department, NIPA, and other relevant organizations. The proximity
of the islands ensures that highly experienced engineers from the Guadeloupe shipyard can project manage complex refits & repairs in both locations. This will be especially important in the first years while they are training new Sint Maarten staff.
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R I S K S & M I T I G AT I O N S
1 . UNQ U A L I F I E D W O RKF O RC E

2. EC ONOMIC D OWNT URN

3. HURRICAN E SEASON

A lack of qualified staff in the region

The superyacht industry, like other

The hurricane season poses a seri-

could pose a potential risk, especially

industries, is susceptible to eco-

ous threat to all businesses on Sint

at the beginning of the operation. If

nomic downturn. This became evi-

Maarten. Due to mismanagement,

work is not done up to internation-

dent after the 2008 financial crisis,

the shipyard’s larger travel lift was

ally expected standards, this could

which was followed by a slowdown

damaged in the last hurricane. In

lead to serious brand damage and

in orders for new superyachts.

case of serious damage there is the

loss of business.

obvious risk of revenue loss and repair costs.

M I TI GATIO N

MIT IGAT ION

M ITIGATION

IMM Worldwide has excellent staff

Contrary to the slowdown in new

FKG was one of the few businesses

with over 25 years’ experience in

orders, the refit and repair indus-

on Sint Maarten that did not make

training and supervising unskilled

try experienced significant growth

any redundancies due to that hur-

and semi-skilled workforces. Fur-

after 2008. Owners held on longer

ricane. In fact, the business was

thermore, FKG has recently hired

to their

quickly back on its feet and profit-

an expert vocational trainer to

vessels and therefore needed more

able, since many vessels needed

bring their workforce up to the

maintenance. Also, a new trend has

repairs. One could state that invest-

highest standards.

recently emerged, whereby many

ment in a marine refit and repair

new owners prefer to buy a sec-

facility in the region is an excellent

ond-hand vessel which they will re-

hedge against hurricane risk.

fit to their own needs, desires and
specifications.
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D I SCLAI M ER

This business plan, the financial projections and the appendices were prepared in
October 2019. Oxford Portfolio Advisers Ltd, for themselves, for Grant Thornton, for
VanEps Kunneman VanDoorne, for Bobby’s Marina N.V. and for IMM Worldwide, FKG
Holding and Dockside Management, whose advisers they are, give notice that (I) these
particulars are set out as a general outline for guidance only and constitute neither the
whole nor part of an offer or contract; (II) all descriptions, projections, references and
other details are given in good faith and are believed to be correct, but should not be
relied on as statements or representations of fact. (III) no person in the employment of,
or associated with Oxford Portfolio Advisers Ltd, has authority to make or give any representation or warranty whatsoever in relation to Grant Thornton, Bobby’s Marina N.V.,
IMM Worldwide, FKG Holding and Dockside Management, or its associated businesses.

FEB R U AR Y 2 0 20
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Rupert Clifford
rupert.clifford@opal-ltd.com
+44 7308 135 346
Casper de Laat
casper.delaat@opal-ltd.com
+32 479 224 792
www.opal-ltd.com

I N A S S O CIAT ION WIT H
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